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For   increase the understanding of lecturers and students in preparing Student Creativity Program (PKM) proposals,
Jakarta "Veteran" National Development University (UPNVJ) Student Affairs, holding Training on the preparation of
Student Creativity Programs at the Garuda Hall, Yos Sudarso Building UPN "Veteran" Jakarta, Thursday, (01
/11/2018).

The event was attended by 20 lecturers who are projected to guide PKM and 150 students who already have plans to
make PKM in the 2018/2019 school year. The speaker is Dr. Tripti Rose Kartika, SE, MM from the Creative Media
State Polytechnic .

According to Tripti, the biggest obstacle faced by students in compiling PKM
proposals in the early stages was the idea, "most of our students are confused
about what to write about, therefore students are required to read more and then
adapt to the environment to find out what to write about. based on circumstances.â€ 
Show Tripty

Apart from that, Tripti also gave tips on writing PKM proposals, â€œfirst, in
preparing a proposal, don't be afraid to be wrong, write down the ideas that exist,
then there will be a companion lecturer who will always guide you and don't forget

to follow the guidebook. Because indeed PKM has several fields and will be adjusted to the field such as
entrepreneurship, KC or community service, research and technology, it only remains to be seen in terms of the ideas
and contents of the proposal. he said.

The lecturer from the Creative Media State Polytechnic was very impressed with the UPN "Veteran" Jakarta students
who were very enthusiastic about this PKM activity "The students here are very enthusiastic and must be supported,
because I see on average they really want to be able to write PKM proposal and participate in this activity. It just needs
to be guided. But with the intention we need to support itâ€ . he said in the interview.
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